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1. INTRODUCTION 

As it follows from our experimental investigations of the hadron-nucleus nuc
lear collision reactions mechanism [1-15], the particle (hadron) creation process 
goes on the background of the incident hadron passage through intranuclear 
matter. It is localized along the projectile course in intranuclear matter within the 
cylindrical region with the radius R

5 
as large as the strong interaction range, 

centered on the hadron course. 
The particle (hadron) production in a hadron-nucleus collision starts in result 

of the particle-producing collision of the incident hadron with one of the down
stream nucleons in intranuclear matter. The particle production is mediated by 
intermediate objects created first in a 2 ➔ 2 type endoergic head-on reaction in 
the early stage of the collision. The intermediate objects, we called them «gene
rons», use to move predominantly along the incident hadron course and behave 

· themselves in intranuclear matter as usual hadrons do it [16]. 
The incident hadron mean free path in intranuclear matter is a measurable 

quantity, and it has been determined, for the particle-producing collisions, in fact 
[ 17, 18]. 

But intermediate objects (generons) use to pass through layers of intranuclear 
matter within the target-nucleus, and are leaving it and decaying outside the parent 
nucleus into usually observed «produced» particles. In target nuclei massive 
enough, the intermediate objects may collide with a next of the downstream nuc
leons and create new intermediate objects or generous, the linear intranuclear 
cascade of the generons may develop along the incident hadron course in intra
nuclear matter, this way. Some mean free path ( "'a )GN in intranuclear matter, for 

generon-nucleon particle creating collision should exist, and it may manifest itself 
in some of hadron-nucleus collisions outcomes - in some of its characteristics. 

Hypothetically - in our works, the generons have been treated by us as some 
kind of usual hadrons. 

The subject matter here is an observability and measurability of the generon 
mean free path in intranuclear matter. It is desirable the quantitative determination 
of this quantity, which is denoted here for the generon-nucleon collision in intra-

nuclear matter as ( A.GN) and expressed in (protons/S), where S ""' 7rRh2 ""' rrDl ""' 
""' 10 fm2

; Rh ""' D0 is the nucleon diameter. 

Let start the description of our results with some heuristic considerations. 



2. HEURISTIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Suppose firstly that a hadron, a pion or a nucleon, for example, uses to collide 
with a massive target nucleus. This hadron starts to pass through the spherically 
shaped target nucleus. As the measure of the intranuclear matter layer thickness, 
involved in the collision, the thickness unit 'A, in nucleons/S or in protons/S will 

be used, where the area S (fm2
) is S = nDl "" IO (fm2

), D
0 

is the nucleon diameter 

as large approximately as the strong interaction range Rh is, Rh "" D0. It is known 

from experiments [4,9], that the number n of the emitted fast (= 20 -
p 

- = 500 MeV) protons which th.e incident hadron passage is accompanied by is 
equal to the. number of the protons within the cylindrical volume SA, where 11, is 
in (protons/S). 

On the background of the passage, the particle-producing collisions of the 
incident hadron with a downstream nucleons occur. Let us analyse the neutral pion 
production only. If the incident hadron comes into only one particle creating 
collision with a downstream nucleon during its passage through the target nucleus, 
almost identical pion multiplicity n O distributions will appear at projectile energy 

1t 

high enough - as high as its energy loss does not disturb the pion multiplicity 
distribution. At such conditions, the distribution of the generated pion mean multi
plicity (n 0 ) in dependence on the thickness of the intranuclear matter layer invol-

1t 

ved in a collision, or on the n (protons/S) will be regular, fig. la; 11 is the multi-
. p p 

plicity of the emitted fast protons in the collision event under analysis. It follows 
from the .independence of the neutral pion multiplicity distribition at various 
proton multiplicities, fig. 17 in our former publication [ 19]. 

In fact, when the incident hadron mean free path for particle-creating collision 
is smaller by much than the intranuclear matter layer involed into collision process 
(for example, this layer is about two times larger than the mean free path), a 
visible decrease of the (n 0 ) values will be observed with the increase of the 

7t 

intranuclear matter layer thickness n (protons/S) involed; it takes place at inci
P 

dent hadron energies high enough. At lower energies, when the energy loss mani-
fests itself remarkably, the decrease of the (n 0) values occurs due to a degradation 

7t 

of neutral pion production ability with decreasing of the projectile energy, as well; 
but, without some irregularities - smoothly, with one maximum. 

Nevertheless, hadrons in the nuclear collisions at high energies are created 
through intermediate objects which, in tum, may come into collisions with the 
downstream nucleons in the intranuclear matter, as well. The secondary collisions 
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Fig. I. The picture illustrating the expected shapes of the (n 0 )-n distributions: a) when the 
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particle-producing collisions of the intermediate objects ( «generons») do not occur with the 
downstream nucleons in intranuclear matter; b) when they are occurring in it. The relation 
(11 0)-n , is equivalent to the relation (11 0)-"AS, for the length A units in protons/S; the relation 

1t p 1t 

exists 11 = "AS, S = nR 2 
"" rcD0

2 
"" l0.3 fm2 

p s 

should manifest themselves in some hadron production characteristics; the mostly 
probably it may happen in the mean multiplicity of the produced hadrons (nit) 

dependence on the miltiplicity 11 of the emitted fast protons (or on the intra-
P 

nuclear matter layer thickness n (protons/S)) in the collision event; it should 
p 

manifest itself in the (n 0 )-n dependence, as well. 
1t p 

The change of the (n 0 )-n dependence is expected to be as shown in fig. I; it 
1t p 

may manifest itself in this dependence only, when the characteristics are ·totally 
determined, in a corresponding total experiment, at least for the emitted protons 
and for the generated neutral pions. 

So, the hadron producing collisions of the intermediate objects with down
stream nucleons in intranuclear matter may manifest themselves in (11 0 )-11 distri-

1t p 
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bution and may be observable. Consequently, the generon mean free path 
( Ac >cN in intranuclear matter may be determined - it is· a measurable quantity. 

In the first approximation simply, the generon mean free path ( Ac >cN for the 

generon G particle-producing collision with a downstream nucleon N is the dis
tance as shown in fig. I b. More precise determination is desired, on the basis of 
the concrete experimental data. 

3. EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS 

According to the «Introduction» and the «Heuristic Considerations)), expe
rimental data collected for the topic in question should include informatio·n on the 
mostly frequent hadrons produced in hadron-nucleon collisions, and the material 
on the pion production was collected, therefore [20]. The experimental infor
mation is mainly from the I 80 litre Xenon bubble chamber exposed to 3.5 GeV le 
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negative charged pion beam from the 
Moscow ITEPh accelerator. 

The chamber worked practically 
as the 47t solid angle detector of the 
produced particles; the mostly effec
tive and accurately are registered 
neutral pions in it with the efficiency 
practically near to 100% _within their 
kinetic energy range E O ~ 0 MeV. 
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The following experimental cha
racteristics of the pion production 
process are presented below; charac
teristics of the pion production pro
cess are presented adequately to the 
problems in question, in figs.2-5. 

Summing up shortly all what has 
been shown on the figures 2-5, it is 
possible to state that: 

I. The neutral pion (n°) multipli-

15 city n7t0 distribution N/IN in rt-+ 

+ Xe collisions does not depend on 
the intranuclear ~atter layer thick
ness n (protons/S) involved in the 

Fig.2. The neutral pion multiplicity 11 0 distribu-
1t 

tion N/"I.N in 7t- + Xe collisions at 3.5 GeV/c 
[19,20] 
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collisions, fig.2; it seems to be a cor-
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multiplicity n ; within the length unit -
p 

in protons/S, with the S"' 10.3 fm2
, the 

n multiplicity is the measure of the intra-
p 

nuclear matter layer thickness involved in 
the collision under study - because 
n = AS, when ). is in protons/S [19,20] 
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Fig.4. The dependence of the neutral pion mean 
multiplicity (n 0 ) on the multiplicity II of the 

7t p 

emitted protons [19,20] 

reel statement only for the n values range from n = 0 up to n $; 3. At higher 
p p p . 

values of the n the mean values of neutral pion multiplicities (n 0 ) should be 
p 7t 

different and decreasing with n increase (it is mainly due to the incident pion 
p 

energy degradation in its passage through thicker layers of intranuclear matter). 
2. The irregularity in the (n 0 ) distributions in dependence on the intranuclear 

7t 

matter layer thickness np (protons(S) involved in the rt-+ Xe collisions manifests 

itself (figs.3,4,5) as it has been predicted in the heuristic considerations; this 
irregularity indicates on the intermediate object (or generon) action in layers of 
the intranuclear matter. 

3. The interaction of the intermediate object (or generon) in intranuclear 
matter is observed; it comes into hadron-producing collision with downstream 
nucleons in intranuclear matter. The most clear it is seen in figs.4 and 5. 
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Fig.5. The dependence of the gamma 
quanta mean multiplicity ( ny) on the 
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p 

on the thickness in protons/S of the intra
nuclear matter layer - according to the 
relation n = AS. The gammas are from 

p 

the neutral pions discussed here [I 9,20] 

4. The mean free path of the 
generon G for the hadron-producing 
collision ( "-a )GN with nucleons N 

5 IO IS in intranuclear matter is a measu-
n. p rable quantity; simple read-out 

from the pictures gives: (AG)GN = 
= 5 ± 1 [protons/SJ. 

The comparison of this value (AG)GN with the values of hadron producing 

interaction mean free paths of pionic projectilies with downstream nucleons in 
intranuclear matter, published in our former works [17,18], gives: 

(An)7tN=5.l ±0.7 (protons/S), 

(An)7tN=5.9±0.7 (protons/S), 

( "-a )GN = 5 ± 1 (protons/S). 

So, it can be stated: ("-a) GN is equal, within the error limits, to the( "-n) 7tN for 

the pion-nucleon collisions in intranuclear matter. 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 

The results obtained in this work allow one to conclude that: 
1. The particle-producing interaction of the generons in intranuclear matter is 

observed. 
2. The generon mean free path in intranuclear matter, for the hadron-pro

ducing collisions with downstream nucleons can be determined by measurement. 
3. If generons might be treated as the quark bags [14], then it means that the 

quark bags mean free paths in intranuclear matter are measurable quantities, and 
we are measuring them. 

6 

The observed results, although correct, should be motivated once more by 
more wide numerical treatment in future works. 
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